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METHOD FOR SEPARATION OF SPORADIC CELLS FROM BODY

FLUIDS, AND APPARATUSFOR CARRYING OUT SAID METHOD

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides a method of gentle separation of viable sporadic cells (rare

cells) from body fluids such as blood, from malignant effusions (ascites, pleural effusion),

bronchoalveolar lavage fluid, peritoneal lavage fluid and amniotic fluid. Using the present

method it is possible to isolate for example circulating (CTCs, circulating tumor cells) and

disseminated tumor cells (DTCs, disseminated tumor cells), endometrial cells and

circulating trophoblast cells (CFTC, circulating fetal trophoblast cells), allowing

subsequent detection, quantification, characterization and especially culturing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Metastatic lesions are the most common cause of death in patients with carcinomas

(Birchmeier , 996). During metastasizing tumor cells detach from the primary tumor and

enter the blood stream directly or through the lymphatic system, migrating into secondary

organs and developing a metastatic deposit. Detection of CTCs in patients with metastatic

carcinoma is associated with a worse prognosis (Zharo 201 1 , Zhang 201 2 , Wang 201 1).

Despite their great clinical significance, a molecular characterization of CTCs is still not

performed. This can be attributed to extremely low frequency of CTCs compared with the

number of blood cells. CTCs are generated by the process of epithelial-mesenchymal

transition (EMT), which is characterized by reduced expression of epithelial markers and

increased expression of mesenchymal markers. These changes promote increased

motility, invasion and resistance to therapy (Thiery 2002 Shook 2003 Christofori 2006

Jechlinger 2003). CTCs/DTCs represent a population of tumor cells disseminated to

distant organs bearing the potential for micro- and macro-metastatic foci creation. Some

of the tumor cells from primary tumors and/or CTCs and DTCs have properties of stem

cells (CSCs, cancer stem cells). The population of cancer stem cells has the ability to self-

regeneration and is resistant to treatment, meaning a worse prognosis.

CTCs/CSCs have enormous potential in the diagnosis, determining prognosis, monitoring

disease therapeutic effect and risk (Mani 2008).

Early dissemination of the tumor to lymphatic nodes and blood is realized by circulating

tumor cells (CTCs), and disseminated cancer cells (DTCs). The CTCs have benn



described as also occuring in patients due to resection of the primary tumor simple by

handling with the primary tumor.

Detection of CTCs is unquestionably a prognostic factor in cancer. CTCs detection can

potentially be used to diagnose or as an alternative to invasive biopsies for early detection

of metastatic spread of the tumor, and for setting and monitoring the effectiveness of

therapy in individual patients. The quantity and characteristics of CTCs may be a

prognostic factor for survival or predictive factor of a therapy response. Long-term

characterization of CTCs may provide an opportunity to better assess the dynamic

physiological response. Also, changes in the number of CTCs in comparison to the

previously monitored changes found by imaging suggest that CTCs analysis may be more

important for the assessment of survival than imaging methods.

In general, there is a valid evidence of adverse prognostic value of CTCs detected in

metastatic colorectal cancer, prostate cancer, ovarian cancer, breast cancer. There are

also studies on the significance of CTCs in the formation of venous thromboembolism. In

patients with metastatic breast cancer and with detected CTCs (n ≥ 1) in peripheral blood

up to four times higher incidence of thrombosis was observed when compared with

patients without CTCs (Mego 2009). CTCs are possibly involved in the activation of

coagulation through the expression and release of tissue factors (Davila 2008). CTCs are

present in the blood in a very small amount of approximately one cell to ten billion blood

cells (Pantel 2001, Ziegelschmidt 2005).

Currently available technologies use different methods for detection of CTCs: a density

gradient separation, an immuno-magnetic separation, a gradient immuno-magnetic

separation. These methods are specific to cells and more gentle than pressure filtration

methods, but upon binding the antibody interacts with receptors and antigens on the cell

membrane, and thus authentic and viable CTCs/DTCs are difficult to select.

The presence of sporadic cells may also be detected indirectly by RT-PCR, but this

approach is often limited by a low expression of tumor-specific markers and the non-

specificity of the antigens typical for CTCs and DTCs (Andreopoulou 2012). Additionally, a

high degree of discrepancy in expression of surface antigens between primary tumors and

CTCs/DTCs has been proved, suggesting great unreliability in the use of these markers

for the CTCs/DTCs separation.

Given the size of the separated sporadic CTC cells in most epithelial tumors is much

larger than the blood cell size, one of the efficient ways of the CTCs separation is based

on the filtration process through a filter membrane, wherein the separated cells remain on



the membrane and other cell pass through the membrane (Paterlini-Brechot et al. 2007,

Vona 2000). Using a size-based separation method of CTCs/DTCs allows the detection

and separation of CTCs/DTCs without dependence on surface antigens and receptors,

whose expression varies during a cancer disease.

Recently used filtration methods include a pressure- or vacuum-accelerated filtration

process (Mikulova, 201 1) ; the filtration gradient is thus created by changing the pressure.

The common disadvantage of filtration methods is that there is an accumulation of a

precipitate, and a precipitation on the filter membrane, causing the filter clogging, which

leads to capturing the blood cells in the precipitate. Consequently, the precipitate and the

blood cells considerably deteriorate the evaluability of the presence of the sporadic cells

on the filter under the microscope. The captured blood cells may be partially removed by

washing, however the precipitate remains on the filter. For this reason, additional

anticoagulant agents are to be added into the filtering apparatus (not only into the tube

during blood sampling). A fundamental disadvantage, as with most other methods, is

damaging the viability of the cells, so the cells do not usually further divide and their

subsequent cultivation is impossible.

All currently used methods have also other disadvantages, e.g. require analysis of large

volumes of blood, a large proportion of laboratory work, time-consuming evaluation

(sample processing takes several hours), or costly equipment and reagents used, and/or

the methods lack reliability, sensitivity, efficiency, specificity and standardization

necessary for routine CTCs and DTCs detection methods.

A method would therefore be desirable for separating cells, especially sporadic cells from

body fluids, said method being reproducible, showing good evaluation of the sporadic

cells presence on the filter under a microscope, which is not processing time-, equipment-

and operating personnel-demanding, which is inexpensive even at low numbers of tested

samples, and which does not require expensive reagents with limited expiration. In the

process of separation there should not occur any interaction with receptors and antigens.

The process should be gentle to the cells in order to eanble the selection of viable cells

and authentic CTCs/DTCs and to use said cells in subsequent experiments in vitro and in

vivo, possibly.

Furthermore an easily manufactured device would be desirable, for carrying out the

isolation process reproducibly, being affordable to the most of the laboratories, suitable for

sterile handling of potentially pathological material. Said device should provide a

possibility for subsequent detection and/or quantification and/or culturing separated cells

on a filter membrane, and can be available as a disposable or reusable variant.



SUMMARY O F THE INVENTION

The shortcomings of the prior methods were removed and the set requirements were

fulfilled by a method of separation of sporadic cells from body fluids of human and animal

organisms according to the present invention utilizing a filter membrane positioned in an

intimate contact with an absorbent material.

It was found out that in contrast to the pressure/vacuum filtration, during the filtration

utilizing the capillary force (capillarity) clotting of proteins from body fluids such as blood or

blood plasma occurs to a minimum extent, so there is no need for an additional

anticoagulant to the anticoagulant (EDTA) added to blood sampling tube for a normal

blood collection. If there a clot in the body fluid is already present, dilution by a small

amounts of a buffer such as PBS is sufficient to prevent clotting. Consequently the filter

membrane is not being clogged (particularly at the beginning of the filtration, as normally

happens in the pressure/vacuum filtration), and the separation is smoother, faster and

complete.

A lower amount of the precipitate brings about a lower amount of blood cells such as red

blood cells retained in said precipitate, wherein in principal both the precipitate as such

and the blood cells destroy detection of the presence of the sporadic cells on the filter.

Obviously the correct evaluation of the presence of sporadic cells is crucial; the filtration

time can quite easily be adjusted by the filtration area used, i.e. the area of the filter

membrane and of the absorbent material

Furthermore, it was found that the sporadic cells captured on the membrane remain

mechanically and chemically unchanged and therefore viable, which enables their

subsequent effective cultivation, which is not practicable by other methods, from the

perspective of current results.

Furthermore, it was found that for dilution of the body fluid or for rinsing of sporadic cells

on the filter respectively, the culture medium such as RPMI can directly be used in order

to increase the success rate of the separation (and also of the cultivation, if the aim in also

to further cultivate the sporadic cells), while the separation velocity on the filter membrane

as well as the cell viability are retained.

The filtered body fluid free from the sporadic cells passes through the holes in the filter

membrane, wherein the elements larger than the holes in the filter membrane are

captured (typical size of blood cells is under 6 µ ΐη and that of sporadic cells above 0 µ η) .



The separated sporadic cells are lodged due to their size on the filter membrane, which

membrane can then be separated from the absorbent material, having the membrane still

fixed in the holder. In another embodiment, the membrane may be subsequently

completely removed from the holder.

The flow of body fluids, free from sporadic cells, through the membrane is continuously

accelerated by virtue of capillary force sucking the liquid into the absorbent material.

There is no overpressure before the filter and no underpressure (vacuum) behind the filter

applied to the filtered body fluid during the filtration. The fluid is only sucked by capillary

force, without the need for any regulation, at appropriate speed through the filter to the

absorbent material. (In this context, the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the filter by the

height of the body fluid column is disregarded). The amount of the capillary force causes

continuous filtering of the fluid, without any clotting before or on the filter membrane, as is

frequently observed, for example, in methods using vacuum behind the filter or an

overpressure before the filter.

The advantage of the solution according to the invention is high efficiency of capturing of

even low concentrated sporadic cells and accelerating of the separation process, thus

also the detection speed and increasing of the cultivation efficiency. When using the

method according to the invention, no interaction of sporadic cell with receptors and

antigens is observed, and it is therefore possible to select authentic and viable

CTCs/DTCs, which can then be used in experiments in vitro and then in vivo. The method

allows keeping the filtered cells in very good vital condition for further analysis. No special

laboratory equipment is needed. The method allows processing of relatively large volumes

of blood or other body fluids (e.g. 50 ml).

Accordingly, the present invention provides a method for separation of sporadic cells

present in the patient's body fluid by their capturing on a filter membrane having openings

smaller than the diameter of the cells, wherein from the sporadic cells present in said body

fluid present on the first side of the filter membrane, the body fluid free of sporadic cells is

drawn through the filter membrane by virtue of capillary force into an absorbent material

positioned in an intimate contact with the second side of said filter membrane.

Sporadic cells present in the body fluid are for example circulating tumor cells,

disseminated tumor cells, endometrial cells and circulating fetal trophoblastic cells.

The body fluid is any fluid obtained directly (by collection) or indirectly (with subsequent

treatments of any type) from the human or animal body. It is preferably selected from the



group of central or peripheral blood, bone marrow, ascites fluid, pleural effusion,

peritoneal lavage fluid and amniotic fluid.

The test object can preferably be a patient with primary cancer or metastatic disease.

The test sample can also be successfully collected from an animal that has been

approved as an experimental metastatic model.

In another embodiment, the peripheral blood is anticoagulated peripheral blood, such as

blood collected into a regular blood collection tube comprising anticoagulant such as

EDTA.

If the body fluid comprises precipitate prior to separation, the filtered body fluid is

preferably diluted with an appropriate buffer, such as PBS (physiological salt solution with

phosphate buffer) and/or TrypLE™ in order to dissolve the precipitate and to make the

filtration/separation easier.

The invention, however, does not exclude the use of any known methods for preventing

the blood clot formation during the blood collection. An example is a gradual loading and

optionally enzymatic dissolution (e.g. by using TrypLE™, Invitrogen), however preferably

the dissolution is not used.

To improve filtration in case of presence of blood precipitates, the peripheral blood may be

further diluted by PBS solution or by the cultivation medium. In order to remove blood

precipitates and other coarse impurities, blood or other body fluids may also be filtered

through a sieve with the pore size of e.g. 0.1 mm, which is then washed several times with

PBS. Thereafter the residual blood volume is loaded. Finally, the blood collecting tube is

rinsed with PBS, the volume of which is filtered through the sieve.

The separated sporadic cells may then be rinsed on the filter for better microscope

evaluation, e.g. by the buffer such as PBS or by a medium such as RPMI. Compared with

vacuum filtration, the method according to the invention provides substantial benefits in all

aspects.

The separated cells may then be further analyzed, e.g. microscopically, preferably after

immunohistochemical or other staining, quantified (e.g., microscopically, manually or

automatically) or cultured or otherwise processed. In other embodiments, a detection

and/or quantification and/or cultivation of the separated cells is carried out following the

separation, directly on the filter membrane or in a culture vessel.



The filters with sporadic cells may be stored for longer period frozen, dried or fixed by

conventional methods in use to be analyzed later.

As already stated, especially in the case where the subsequent culturing of sporadic cells

is planned, the body fluid may be diluted directly by the culture medium used in the

subsequent cultivation of separated cells prior to the separation, such as RPMI medium,

thereby further increasing the success rate of filtration and the subsequent cultivation.

The subsequent cultivation of sporadic cells can be carried out in conventional manner in

an incubator at 37 °C and 5% C0 2 in a conventional culture dish or a plastic or glass

bottle upon washing the cells off the filter. For this purpose, for example, the filter is rinsed

with 2 1 ml of the RPMI medium, and the medium with cells is transferred to a 24-well

plate, where the cells may be cultured directly on the surface of the plastic plate or on the

inserted microscope coverslip. The coverslip culture is preferred if immunohistochemistry

and immunofluorescence analysis of the cells is required.

Cultivation is preferably carried out by inserting the filter containing captured cells to the

culture medium in a culture dish, or by pouring the culture medium to the filter with the

captured cells, inserted in the culture dish.

In another preferred embodiment, the cultivation is carried out by transferring the filter

membrane mounted in the holder described below, immediately after the separation, for

example, into a 6-well culture plate with a growth medium added into each well. The cells

can then be cultivated as a standard tissue culture.

In one embodiment of the invention, a body fluid is the body fluid of patients with

melanoma, breast cancer, cancers of the gastrointestinal tract such as gastric cancer,

colon cancer, pancreas cancer and liver cancer; urogenital tumors, and soft tissue tumors

such as head and neck tumors, and other solid tumors.

The method and apparatus of the present invention may be used, for example, for

separation of circulating tumor cells (CTCs) from peripheral or central blood, tumor cells of

the gastrointestinal tract (esophagus, stomach, large and small intestines, liver, pancreas,

gallbladder and biliary tract), tumors of the urogenital system (ovary, endometrium,

prostate, bladder, testis), tumors of the respiratory system (lung, mediastinum, upper

respiratory tract), tumors of the neuroendocrine system, bone tumors, head and neck

tumors, breast tumors, metastatic tumors without the primary localization, and other less

frequent solid tumors.



The method and apparatus according to the present invention can also be used for

selected hematopoietic diseases, neuroendocrine tumors, disseminated tumor cells from

ascites, from pleural effusion, from sputum, from lavages (bronchoalveolar lavages,

lavages of peritoneum and chest cavity, lavages of retroperitoneum, etc.), for circulating

and disseminated endometrial cells (from blood and from lavages).

An important utilization also applies to the separation of circulating fetal trophoblast cells

(CFTCs) from the blood, or amniocentic fluid, because CFTCs are present in the

peripheral maternal blood from the 5th gestation week and they do not remain in blood

circulation after the end of pregnancy (Bianchi et al., 1996). CFTC are therefore very

attractive source of DNA/RNA for examination by a non-invasive prenatal diagnosis (PND-

Nl). By comparing the tests based on CFTC and choriocentesis both 100 % diagnostic

sensitivity and specificity has been confirmed for testing on the basis of CFTC. The basic

feature by which CFTC cells differ from blood cells is their size (CFTC cells reach a

standard size 10 µ and more). Current reports indicate that a pregnant woman has a

99% probability that each cell of the size over 15 µ τ ι size, the cell is of embryonic origin,

thus CFTC (Mouawia, 2012). Due to the new methodology, it is now possible to

reproducibly separate undamaged CFTC and use them for further analysis.

The detection of CTCs and DTCs can be carried out in animal tumor models, and CTCs/

DTCs can be detected in individuals with more than one type of tumor.

After separation, the cells may be processed by both immunohistochemistry methods and

single-cell methods for gene expression.

The invention further provides an apparatus for performing the separation of a mixture of

sporadic cells present in the body fluid of a patient by the methods described above,

which apparatus comprises a filter membrane positioned in an intimate contact with an

absorbent material.

The geometry of the membrane generally involves the size, shape and density of the

membrane pores. The effectiveness of the membrane filter can thus be optimized by

adjusting the size, shape and density of the membrane pores. Such a construction of the

membrane is selected, which prefers capturing of the tumor and sporadic cells over the

blood cells. The filter membrane is preferably such a membrane that captures sporadic

cells of the dimensions of above 10 µ and transmits blood elements of the size up to

6 µ , i.e. the membrane having the pore size of 7-10 µπι, e.g. 8 µ ΐ 0 Γ similar value e.g.

within the range + 1 µπι declared by the manufacturer. The filter membrane is preferably



made of a biocompatible material such as polycarbonate, which offers the advantages of

flexibility and biocompatibility.

Minimizing the effects of clotting and increasing the filtration velocity can be further

achieved by using a larger filter with the largest available filtering surface. Polycarbonate

membranes with a pore size of 8 µ η with membrane diameter of 25 mm can be used, for

example.

The term "an intimate contact" refers to such a close contact of the filter membrane and

the absorbent material that the capillary action through the membrane into the absorbent

material is not affected, namely an access of air into the interface between the membrane

and the absorbent material, which is in the direct contact with the filtered liquid only

through the pores in the membrane, is prevented during the operation. This can be

achieved e.g. by pushing the edges of the membrane, or the membrane clamped into a

suitable apparatus, to the surface of the absorbent material, or by pushing the edges of

the membrane mounted in a suitable holder under slight pressure into the flexible surface

of the absorbent material.

The absorbent material has sufficient absorption capacity and is able to smoothly absorb

all blood elements and other elements that are present in the body fluid of variable

viscosity, and the absorbent mainly consists of pulp, fine paper, textile fibers, or

combinations thereof in particular.

The volume of the filtered body fluid is limited by the suction capacity of the absorbent

material and by its volume. Size and/or volume of the apparatus and characteristics of the

absorbent material can therefore be adapted to the intended use. Advantageously, using

a single apparatus a volume of 50 ml and more can be filtered. The method and the

apparatus work even from a minimum volume of blood, such as less than 1 ml, however,

with increasing volume of filtered body fluid a probability of capturing the sporadic cells

increases.

The apparatus according to the invention preferably further comprises a top- and bottom-

open hollow container for receiving a mixture of sporadic cells present in the body fluid,

wherein the lower periphery of the container is in tight contact with at least a part of the

upper first side of the membrane, and wherein at least a part of the lower second side of

the membrane is in an intimate contact with the absorbent material so that the membrane

separates the inner space of the container from said absorbent material. The upper edge

of the container may preferably be broadened to obtain a funnel and/or said edge can be

provided with a sieve to remove clots already present in the blood, etc.



From the above reason, to achieve maximum filtration area at least part of the first side of

the membrane and at least part of the second side of the membrane are placed against

each other over the largest area that maximizes the contact area between the absorbent

material and sporadic cells present in the body fluid, separated by a membrane.

In another embodiment, the absorbent material is arranged in a collecting base container

provided with an upper lid, into which lid from above a circumferential membrane holder

releasably engages, and wherein said holder, by means of a pressure ring, tightly

releasably holds the membrane along its circumference, and wherein to the reservoir from

above the holder is tightly attachable along the circumference of said holder. The

apparatus is preferably designed for a single use, but neither an embodiment of the

apparatus for reuse all elements except the membrane and absorbent material is

excluded.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a filter apparatus in two views

FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of a filter apparatus in an expanded wiew (the absorbent

material is not shown)

FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of fastening the membrane in the holder

FIG. 4 shows an in vitro cell culture of CTCs separated from peripheral blood of patient

with prostate cancer, CTCs grown on a filter membrane

FIG. 5 shows the in vitro culture of CTCs on the filter membrane, May-Gmnwald staining

method has been used for haematological analysis

FIG. 6 illustrates the processing of the separated cells by imunohistochemistry, (CTCs

isolated from blood of a patient with metastatic prostate cancer stained by antibody

against the pan-cytokeratin)

FIG. 7 shows a pair of separated CTCs, which in the course of cultivation penetrated the

filter on the bottom of the culture wells (May-Gmnwald staining method has been used for

analysis).



EXAMPLES

Abbreviations:

CTCs circulating tumor cell

DTCs disseminated tumor cell

CFTC circulating fetal trophoblast cells

NI-PND non-invasive prenatal diagnosis

PBS phosphate buffer solution with 0.15 M NaCI, essentially buffered saline

FBS fetal bovine serum

EDTA Cheiaton 2, ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

Example 1

Determination of circulating tumor cells in prostate cancer from the peripheral blood of

patients undergoing surgical removal of the primary tumor

5-1 0 ml of peripheral blood is collected during surgery into a collecting tube with EDTA

(e.g. Vacuette K3E (REF 456 036 ) , S-monovette K3E (REF 02,1 066,001 ) . Blood is

processed immediately or stored at 4 °C for a maximum of 24 hours.

Peripheral blood is gradually applied by the pipette to the container 3 of the apparatus for

performing the filtration. The blood present on the first side of the membrane 1 is filtered

through the filter membrane 1 of the diameter of 25 mm consisting of a polycarbonate

membrane (PCTE) having a pore size of 8 microns (GE, Polycarbonate, 8.0 Micron,

25mm), wherein the filter membrane is in an intimate contact with the absorbent material

2, the pulp (Pur-Zellin Hartmann). The filtration process takes ca 5 min, depending on the

volume of the filtered blood and the blood viscosity.

Further, it is possible to proceed in several ways:

1. After filtration, the filter membrane 1 , fixed in a holder 6 and comprising isolated

CTCs, is transferred into one well of a 6-well culture plate into which the RPMI

growth medium (4 ml), RPMI (Sigma R8758), enriched with FBS (F2442, Sigma)

and antibiotics (Penicillin-Streptomycin (P4458, Sigma), Amphotericin (A2942),



Sigma) are added. The captured cells are then cultured as normal tissue culture

for at least 14 days at 37 °C, 5% C0 2, with a medium exchange every 3 days.

The grown cell culture was stained according to the standard protocol of ay-

Griinwald immunohistochemical staining and a photograph from inverted light

microscope is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5 shows a similar arrangement of a variation of the immunofluorescence

staining of CTCs in prostate cancer (pan-cytokeratin-FITC, Sigma), covered with

Prolong Gold™ with DAPI).

2. After filtration, the filter membrane comprising isolated CTCs is rinsed with 1 ml

medium, and said medium with the cells washed out from the filter is then

transferred into a 24-well plate where it is overlaid on a microscope slide placed on

the well bottom (Assistent, N.1001, 12 mm diameter). The cells then grow directly

on the microscope slide, which further facilitates handling during the

immunohistochemical staining and the subsequent immunohistochemical analysis,

at least 14 days at 37 °C, in a 5% C0 2 atmosphere, with medium change every 3

days.

3. After filtration, the filter membrane comprising isolated CTCs is rinsed with 1 ml

of the medium, the medium with the cells from the membrane is then transferred

by pipette into culture chambers (Nunc® Lab-Tek® ChamberSlide™ (4 chambers)

for confocal microscopy (the system for real-time video capturing Time-lapse

imaging, Leica) and then cultured as normal tissue culture at least 14 days at

37 °C, 5% C0 2 atmosphere, with medium change every 3 days.

In all above mentioned examples, the cultivation of both sporadic cells on the membrane

and sporadic cells rinsed off the membrane was carried out without any problems.

Likewise, the cultivation of cells from other tumor types isolated by the method of the

present invention was carried out without any problems. By contrast, successful culturing

of sporadic cells, separated from body fluids of patients by methods known in the art both

on a membrane and without the membrane, has not yet been evidenced.

4. After filtration and rinsing of sporadic cells captured on the filter by 2 ml RPMI, the

filter membrane mounted in a holder containing isolated CTCs is stained directly

by standard May-Grunwald staining protocol and the presence of sporadic cells is

evaluated under the microscope.



Example 2

Determination of disseminated tumor cells in the metastatic ovarian cancer of the pleural

effusion

Disseminated tumor cells from the pleural effusion removed from a patient with metastatic

ovarian cancer were separated as follows: the effusion was applied by a pipette into the

container 3 of the filtration apparatus. The effusion on the first side of the membrane is

filtered through the filter membrane of 25 mm diameter made of polycarbonate

membrane (PCTE) having the pore size of 8 µ as in Example 1, wherein the absorbent

material 2, pulp (Pur-Zellin,Hartmann) is immediately adjacent to the filter membrane 1

The cells were fixed to the filter and analysed as hematological blood stains, stained by

standard May-GrCinwald staining protocol and evaluated under the microscope.

Example 3

Apparatus for performing filtration

One embodiment of the apparatus for performing the filtration shown in Figures 1-3

comprises a polycarbonate filter membrane 1, with a pore size of 8 µ ιτ , which the

absorbent material 2 consisting of pulp is in an intimate contact with, from the bottom side

of said membrane. The apparatus further includes a top- and bottom-open hollow

container 3 for receiving a mixture of sporadic cells present in the body fluid. For easier

pouring of liquids the upper edge of the container 3 is broadened so as to form a funnel.

The lower periphery of the container 3 is in tight contact with the upper first side of the

membrane 1 , and the lower second side of the membrane is in an intimate contact with

the absorbent material 2, so that the membrane 1 _ separates the inner space of the

container 3 from said absorbent material 2.

The absorbent material 2 is arranged in a collecting base container 4 provided with an

upper lid 5, into which lid a circumferential membrane holder 6 releasably engages from

above. The holder 6 is vertically movable in relation to the lid 5 and therefore also to the

absorbent material 2, which allows the intimate contact of the filter membrane to the

absorbent material 2, or pushing of the pressure ring 7 into the absorbent material 2

respectively for perfect contact of the membrane 1 and absorbent material 2. The holder 6

holds the membrane along its circumference by the pressure ring 7 tightly releasably

using a thread, so that the set of the holder 6, filter membrane 1 , and pressure ring 7 can

be removed from the apparatus as a whole, and the captured cells can be stained or



cultured directly on the membrane 1 . The container 3 is releasably attached by a bayonet

connection to the holder 6 along its circumference.

Example 4

Comparison of two kinds of filter technology in relation to the presence of a precipitate

The aim of the experiment was to compare the filtration of blood cells containing sporadic

cells accelerated by vacuum with the filtration using capillarity forces according to the

invention in relation to an evaluation of the presence of sporadic cells collected on the

filter membrane, which mainly depends on the presence of a precipitate and residual

blood cell elements on the filter membrane.

Both processes use a membrane with a declared pore size of 7-8 µ η and an absorbent

material as in Example 1. In order to achieve approximately equal filtration times different

sized filters were used - the filter with diameter of 7 mm was used for vacuum filtration

and the filter of diameter of 25 mm for a filtration using capillary forces.

The same volume of 2 ml of blood obtained as in Example 1 from a patient with prostate

cancer was filtered through the two membrane systems at room temperature, with the

filtration times 87 s for the filtration using the vacuum system and 97 s for the filtration

using capillary forces according to the invention.

A frequent occurrence of blood precipitate on filters has been observed in the case of the

vacuum filtration, which made impossible assessing the presence of sporadic cells on the

filter during microscopy. When using the filtration method by capillary forces according to

the invention no precipitate was present on the filter.

Example 5

Comparison of two kinds of filter technology from a viewpoint of rinsing

The same configuration was used as in Example 4 except that the blood sample was

taken from a patient with breast cancer. Since we frequently encountered clot formation

during vacuum filtration in this type of samples, leading to difficult evaluation mainly due to

red blood cells trapped in the precipitate, the filters were washed with additional 2 ml of

growth medium (RPMI) after filtration of blood.

As expected, precipitate remained on the filter after vacuum filtration, but the rinsing

helped to remove the residue of red blood cells, and thus the overall evaluation of



presence of sporadic cells on the filter after rinsing with RPMI is better than in the case

without rinsing. Total filtration and rinsing time for the filter with an RPMI medium was 4

min 37 s.

After using capillary forces for filtration the filter showed better evaluation even without

rinsing than the filter after the use of vacuum. The evaluation of the presence of sporadic

cells on the filter after rinsing with RPMI improved further and was better than the

evaluation of the rinsed filter using vacuum. The total filtration and rinsing time for the filter

with RPMI medium was only 39 s in this case.

Accordingly, the advantage of the use of capillary forces for filter separation of sporadic

cells both in view of the occurrence of clots, and also in view of the evaluation of presence

of sporadic cells, was confirmed. Moreover, a reduction in the filtration time was observed

in the step of rinsing with RPMI medium.



Claims

1. A method for separation of sporadic cells, present in the body fluid of a patient, by

capturing them on a filter membrane having openings smaller than the diameter of the

cells, characterized in that from the sporadic cells present in said body fluid present on

the first side of the filter membrane, the body fluid free of sporadic cells is drawn through

the filter membrane by virtue of capillary force into an absorbent material positioned in an

intimate contact with the second side of said filter membrane.

2. The method according to claim , characterized in that the sporadic cells present in

the body fluid are circulating tumor cells, disseminated tumor cells, endometrial cells and

circulating fetal trophoblast cells.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the body fluid is selected

from peripheral or central blood, bone marrow, ascites fluid, pleural effusion, peritoneal

lavage fluid, bronchoalveolar lavage and amniotic fluid.

4. The method according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that said body

fluid is a body fluid of patients with melanoma, breast cancer, tumors of the

gastrointestinal tract such as gastric carcinoma, colon carcinoma, pancreas carcinoma

and liver carcinoma; urogenital tumors and soft tissue tumors such as head and neck

tumors and other solid tumors.

5. The method according to claim 3, characterized in that the peripheral blood is

collected as anticoagulated peripheral blood.

6. The method according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that prior to

separation the precipitate containing body fluid is diluted with a buffer, in particular with

PBS, in order to dissolve the precipitate.



7 . The method according to any of the preceding claims, characterized in that

subsequent to the separation, detection and/or quantification and/or culturing the cells

separated on the filter membrane, or the cells flushed out of the filter membrane in a

culture vessel is carried out.

8. The method according to claim 7, characterized in that before separation the body

fluid is diluted with a culture medium, RPMI in particular, to increase the success of

subsequent cultivation.

9 An apparatus for carrying out the method according to any of the preceding claims

characterized in that said apparatus comprises a filter membrane (1) positioned in an

intimate contact with an absorbent material (2).

10. The apparatus according to claim 9 characterized in that the filter membrane ( 1) has

a pore size of 8 µ η

. The apparatus according to any of claims 9 to 10, characterized in that the filter

membrane ( 1) is made of polycarbonate.

12. The apparatus according to any of claims 9 to 11, characterized in that the

absorbent material (2) consists of cellulose, fine paper, textile fibers, or a combination

thereof.

13. The apparatus according to any of claims 9 to 12, characterized in that said

apparatus comprises a top- and bottom-open hollow container (3) for receiving a mixture

of sporadic cells present in the body fluid, wherein the lower periphery of the container (3)

is in tight contact with at least a part of the upper first side of the membrane ( 1) , and

wherein at least a part of the lower second side of the membrane (1) is in an intimate

contact with the absorbent material (2) so that the membrane ( 1) separates the inner

space of the container (3) from said absorbent material (2).



14. The apparatus according to claim 13, characterized in that the absorbent material (2)

is arranged in a collecting base container (4) provided with an upper lid (5), into which lid

a circumferential membrane holder (6) releasably engages from above, and wherein said

holder (6), by means of a pressure ring (7), tightly releasably holds the membrane (1)

along its circumference, and wherein to the reservoir (3) from above the holder (6) is

tightly attachable along the circumference of said holder (6).

15. The method according to claim 7, characterized in that for carrying out the detection

and/or quantification and/or cultivation, the separated cells are transferred on the filter

membrane (1) fixed in a holder (6) of claim 4 .
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